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FISH EYE TACKLE

4 mm 30 Pack

5 mm 30 pack

6 mm 25 pack

8 mm 20 pack

Our quality plastic beads offer you the size and color selection to change up your rig. Beads are the one constant in
a walleye rig. While blades are spinning, creating vibration and flash, the bead doesn't spin, it creates the constant
color in the rig setup.

The bead is what will space your clevis the right distance from the hook so your blade doesn't interfere with the
hookup. Of course, the use of rig floats and other flash attractors will determine the distance between the clevis
and hook.

As a rule of thumb, six #6 beads alone, will put the right distance between your blade clevis and hook when using a
#5 - #6 Indiana or Colorado blade. More for smaller bead and less for larger bead or blade combinations.

BD4-BLKPEARL Black Pearl                              615339612253
BD4-CHTRANS Chartreuse Transparent         615339612260
BD4-RDTRANS Red Ruby Transparent         615339612277

BD5-BLKPEARL   Black Pearl                              615339612284
BD5-CHTRANS   Chartreuse Transparent 615339612291
BD5-RDSALMON  Red Salmon                     615339612307
BD5-REDTRANS    Red Ruby Transparent        615339612314

BD6-BLKPEARL Black Pearl     615339612338
BD6-CHTRANS Chartreuse Transparent  615339612345
BD6-RDRUBY Red Ruby Transparent  615339612390

BD8-BLKPEARL Black Pearl                              615339612406
BD8-CHTRANS Chartreuse Transparent    615339612413
BD8-RDRUBY Red Ruby Transparent        615339612444

beads

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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6 MM faceted 30 Pack

6 mm glass 10 pack

stack 10 pack

8 mm rattle 6 pack

Mix a few of our attractor beads in with your regular beads to offer a different presentation.

Clear faceted beads will offer you a different attraction when the light reflects off the many angled facets of the
bead. Try one in between your solid color bead selection. See images for different ideas.

Glass faceted beads will offer you a different attraction when the light reflects off the many angled facets of the
bead. Try one in between your solid color bead selection. See images for different ideas.

Stack beads take all the work and frustration out of the threading process. No more beads to roll around on the
floor. Simply thread two stack beads on your rig with an attractant component like a flash ring or faceted bead
and your ready in seconds

Faceted Acrylic Bead
BD6-FACCRY Clear Crystal Plastic           615339612352

Glass Beads
BD6-GLCRYSIRID Irid Crystal     615339612369
BD6-GLGLD   Gold     615339612376
BD6-GLSIL   Silver     615339612383

BD-STK-BLU  Blue      615339612451
BD-STK-CH  Chartreuse     615339612468
BD-STK-FLRD Fluorescent Red   615339612475
BD-STK-GRN Green      615339612482

Tiny rattles within the plastic bead.
BD8-RTL-CH  Chartreuse     615339612420
BD8-RTL-RD  Red       615339612437

Attractor beads

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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6 mm clear 7 Pack

6 mm jet black 7 pack

6 mm Sapphire 7 pack

Our Flash Rings are the bling needed to attract walleye.
Fish Eye Tackle Flash Rings are offered in either silver or gold body with a variety of stones.

Put between your beads, stack beads, or floats to give that extra attraction to you presentation.

Gold or Silver Body Crystal Clear Glass
DR6MMG-CRYSTAL CLEAR Crystal Clear 615339612987
DR6MMS-CRYSTAL CLEAR Crystal Clear 615339612994

Gold or Silver Body with Jet Black Glass
DR6MMG-JET BLACK Jet Black   615339613724
DR6MMS-JET BLACK Jet Black   615339613747

Gold or Silver Body with Sapphire Glass
DR6MMG-SAPPHIRE Sapphire   615339613717
DR6MMS-SAPPHIRE  Sapphire   615339613731

Flash rings

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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Our traditional oval rig or micro ball floats will give you the buoyancy needed to suspend and change the action of
your rig.

The round micro ball float will offer a different action than the traditional oval float. Floats seem to work better at
slower speeds, so try both the round and oval style, vary your speed to find your preference.

Be sure to insert a bead before and after the float so your rig will spin properly and not interfere with the hook.
Smaller 4mm or 5mm beads are perfect for this.

floats

3/8” micro ball 6 Pack

3/8” Rig Float 10 pack

FLT-MB-BLK  Black      615339613007
FLT-MB-FLBLU Fluorescent Blue   615339613014
FLT-MB-FLGRN Fluorescent Green   615339613021
FLT-MB-FLYEL Fluorescent Yellow   615339613038

FLT-RIG-BLK   Black     615339613045
FLT-RIG-BLU  Blue      615339613052
FLT-RIG-CHWHT Chartreuse White  615339613083
FLT-RIG-DKGRN  Dark Green    615339613090
FLT-RIG-FLGRN  Fluorescent Green  615339613106
FLT-RIG-FLORG  Fluorescent Orange  615339613113
FLT-RIG-GLO  Glow     615339613120
FLT-RIG-ORGBLK Orange Black   615339613144
FLT-RIG-PUR  Purple     615339613168
FLT-RIG-RED  Fluorescent Red  615339613175
FLT-RIG-SIL   Silver     615339613182
FLT-RIG-WHT  White unpainted  615339613199
FLT-RIG-YEL   Fluorescent Yellow  615339613205
FLT-RIG-YELGRN Yellow Green   615339613212
FLT-RIG-YELORG Yellow Orange   615339613229

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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We offer both standard Colorado and Deep Cup Colorado blade's.

Perfect for slow to medium troll speeds. Excellent flash and vibration.

Colorado blades require a little less speed to operate efficiently, therefore the blade will start spinning easier  at
slower speeds than the Indiana. The thumping action and vibration is better than the Indiana. The right
combination of leader length and speed will actually make the rig run a little higher than a Indiana combo.

See our Deep Cup variety as it increases water resistance, therefore requires less speed than a standard Colorado
blade to achieve rotation.

Colorado standard

#3 standard 7 Pack
CB3-BLK   Black        615339612499
CB3-BLU   Blue     615339612505
CB3-CHART   Chartreuse    615339612512
CB3-GRN   Green     615339612567
CB3-ORG   Orange     615339612581
CB3-PNK   Pink     615339612611
CB3-PUR   Purple     615339612628
CB3-RED   Red      615339612635
CB3-WHT   White     615339612642
CB3-YEL   Yellow     615339612659

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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FISH EYE TACKLE

We offer both standard Colorado and Deep Cup Colorado blade's.

Perfect for slow to medium troll speeds. Excellent flash and vibration.

Colorado blades require a little less speed to operate efficiently, therefore the blade will start spinning easier at
slower speeds than the Indiana. The thumping action and vibration is better than the Indiana. The right
combination of leader length and speed will actually make the rig run a little higher than a Indiana combo.

See our Deep Cup variety as it increases water resistance, therefore requires less speed than a standard Colorado
blade to achieve rotation.

Colorado crystal

#3 crystal 6 Pack

#3 crystal perch scale 3 pack

#4 crystal fish scale 3 pack

#6 crystal perch 2 pack

CB3PC-CRYSTALCH Chartreuse Crystal  615339612598
CB3PC-CRYSTALFT Fire Tiger Crystal  615339612604

CB4FSCR-CHART Chartreuse Crystal  615339612666
CB4FSCR-FT   Fire Tiger Crystal  615339612673

CB6PC-FT   Firetiger    615339612765
CB6PC-HNBLU  Blue Hammer Nickel 615339612680
CB6PC-CHAR  Chartreuse    615339612758

CB3CR-CHART  Chartreuse Crystal  615339612529
CB3CR-PINK   Pink Crystal    615339612536

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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Spackle blades are UV coated for a different approach on attraction. Better activated with Direct Sunlight or UV
light.

Colorado blades require a little less speed to operate efficiently, therefore the blade will start spinning easier and at
slower speeds than the Indiana. The thumping action and vibration is better than the Indiana. The right
combination of leader length and speed will actually make the rig run a little higher than a Indiana combo.

Colorado glow & uv

#3 Glow 5 Pack

#5 UV spackle 2 pack

#6 uv glitter 3 pack

CB3GLO-BLU  Glow Blue                    615339612543
CB3GLO-CHART  Glow Chartreuse   615339612550

CB5SPUV-BLUE   UV Blue Nickel                 615339612697

CB5SPUV-CHARORG UV Chartreuse & Orange 615339612703

CB5SPUV-CHART  UV Chartreuse Glow    615339612710

CB5SPUV-GRN   UV Green Glow      615339612727

CB6GL-BLK   Black     615339612734
CB6GL-CHAR  Chartreuse    615339612741

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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Colorado deep cup

#3 Deep Cup Glow 5 Pack
CBDC3GL-CHRT   Glow Chartreuse 615339612802

CBDC3-HN    Hammer Nickel  615339612826
CBDC3-BLK    Black    615339612772
CBDC3-BLU    Blue    615339612789
CBDC3-CHART   Chartreuse   615339612796
CBDC3-GRN    Green    615339612819
CBDC3-ORG    Orange    615339612833
CBDC3-PNK    Pink    615339612840
CBDC3-PUR    Purple    615339612857
CBDC3-RD    Red     615339612864
CBDC3-WHT   White    615339612871
CBDC3-YEL    Yellow    615339612888

#3 Deep cup standard 8 Pack

Fish Eye Tackle Deep Cup Colorado blade's increases water resistance, therefore requires less speed than a
standard Colorado blade to achieve rotation.  Same size as the standard #3 blades except the deep cup has a
gradual lip at the bottom bending inward, producing a deeper cup resulting in a different action.

Perfect for and  slower to medium troll speeds. Excellent flash and vibration.

Colorado blades require a little less speed to operate efficiently, therefore the blade will start spinning easier at
slower speeds than the Indiana. The thumping action and vibration is better than the Indiana. The right
combination of leader length and speed will actually make the rig run a little higher than a Indiana combo.

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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The Indiana blade requires a higher troll speed than the Colorado blade style.

An Indiana will provide more flash and less vibration than a Colorado blade.

Some say it works a bit better in the warmer months when trolling faster to cover more area while locating fish..

INDIANA STANDARD

#5 Standard 4 Pack

#5 Hammered brass 6 pack

IB5-BLK   Black      615339613274
IB5-CHAR  Chartreuse     615339613281
IB5-GRN  Green      615339613328
IB5-PUR  Purple      615339613755

#5 Hammered nickel 6 pack

IB5-HNB  Brass      615339613335

WARNING: This product contains lead, a chemical
known to the state of California to cause cancer,  birth
defects and other reproductive harm.

IB5-HNN  Nickel      615339613342

WARNING: This product contains lead, a chemical
known to the state of California to cause cancer,  birth
defects and other reproductive harm.
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FISH EYE TACKLE

The Indiana blade requires a higher troll speed than the Colorado blade style.

An Indiana will provide more flash and less vibration than a Colorado blade.

Some say it works a bit better in the warmer months when trolling faster to cover more area while locating fish.

INDIANA crystal

#4 fish scale crystal 3 Pack

#4 Crystal 5 pack

#5 Perch crystal 5 pack

IB4FSCCR-BLU  Blue Crystal     615339613236
IB4FSCCR-CH  Chartreuse Crystal   615339613243
IB4FSCCR-FT  Firetiger Crystal    615339613250
IB4FSCCR-GRN  Green Crystal    615339613267

IB5CR-BLK  Black Crystal     615339613298
IB5CR-BLU  Blue Crystal      615339613304
IB5CR-CHAR Chartreuse Crystal    615339613311
IB5CR-ORG  Orange Crystal     615339613694

IB5PC-CHARPC  Chartreuse        615339613366
IB5PC-CHHAMCOP Hammer Copper Chartreuse 615339613373
IB5PC-FT   Firetiger        615339611980
IB5PC-HNBLU Hammer Nickel Blue Crystal  615339613380

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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FISH EYE TACKLE

Spackle blades are UV coated for a different approach on attraction. Better activated with Direct Sunlight or UV
light.

The Indiana blade requires a higher troll speed than the Colorado blade style.

An Indiana will provide more flash and less vibration than a Colorado blade.

Some say it works a bit better in the warmer months when trolling faster to cover more area while locating fish.

INDIANA glow & UV

#5 uv spackle 2 Pack

#5 super glow 3 pack

IB5SPUV-BLUNIC UV Blue Nickel   615339613472
IB5SPUV-CHGLOW UV Chartreuse Glow 615339613489
IB5SPUV-CHORG UV Chartreuse Orange 615339613496

IB5SG-GLO   Super Glow    615339613434
IB5SG-GLOCH  Chartreuse    615339613441

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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IB5SC  Silver scale blades offer a fish scale pattern the projects a unique attraction.

The IB5P-CBZ is a custom painted patten that has been a top selling blade for over 15 years.

IB5SPL Paint splash blades should be in every bodies arsenal,

INDIANA special

IndiANA SILVER SCALE

Chartreuse zebra

Indiana splash

IB5P-CBZ     Chartreuse Black Zebra  615339613359

IB5SC-BLUSC   Blue       615339613397
IB5SC-GLOSC   Glow       615339613403
IB5SC-PURSC   Purple       615339613410
IB5SC-YELSC   Yellow        615339613427

IB5SPL-YGSPLASH  Yellow Green     615339613458
IB5SPL-YOSPLASH  Orange Yellow     615339613465

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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The Bouncer Planer clips on to your standard bottom bouncers from ¼ oz to 2 oz. Uses the current to pull the
walker in the direction you angle the fin.

WARNING: This product contains lead, a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects and other
reproductive harm.

BOUNCERS

Bouncer Planer

Bottom bouncer quick change 2 pack

Bottom bouncer no arm ea.

Bottom bouncer w/arm ea.

BBP Chartreuse 615339612062
See details on how this works below.

BQC1 1 oz 615339612086
BBQC1.5 1-1/2 oz 615339612093
BBQC.75 3/4 oz 615339612079
BBQC2 2 oz 615339612109
BBQC2.5 2-1/2 oz 615339612116
BBQC3 3 oz 615339612123

BBWA.75 3/4 oz 615339612185
BBWA1.5 1-1/2 oz 615339612208
BBWA3 3 oz 615339612239
BBWA4 4 oz 615339612246
BBWA.5 1/2 oz 615339612178
BBWA1 1 oz 615339612192
BBWA2 2 oz 615339612215
BBWA2.5 2-1/2 oz 615339612222
Arm bouncers sold by the each are packaged bulk.

Bouncer quick change weight clevis #5 6 Pack
CLEVISWGTQC  f/ bottom walkers  615339612970

BBNA.5 1/2 oz 615339611997
BBNA.75 3/4 oz 615339612000
BBNA1 1 oz 615339612017
BBNA2 2 oz 615339612031
BBNA2.5 2-1/2 oz 615339612048
BBNA3 3 oz 615339612055
BBNA1.5 1-1/2 oz 615339612024
No arm bouncers sold by the each are packaged bulk.

Quick change 2 pack packaged with header
card  & includes attached quick change

clevis.

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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CLEVISES

Folded clevis

Interchangeable clevis

Quick change clevis

Stirup clevis

CLEVISF-1    #1 Nickel    615339612895
CLEVISF-2    #2 Nickel    615339612901

CLEVIS-IC    Nickel     615339612918

CLEVISQCMINI-WHT White  Hole Dia .043 615339612932
CLEVISQCMINI-YEL   Yellow Hole Dia .043  615339612949
CLEVISQCL-BLK          White  Hole Dia .052 615339613700
CLEVISQCL-WHT   White  Hole Dia .051 615339612925
#1 Seller CLEVISQCL-WHT

CLEVISS-1   Nickel Hole Dia .030  615339612956
CLEVISS-3   Nickel Hole Dia .043  615339612963
#1 Seller CLEVISS-3

The popular of the Walleye Harness clevises is the QUICK CHANGE plastic clevis. You simply maneuver the blade out
of the hook and insert you new blade. Your presentation is changed that easily. We recommend a pack of each size, mini
and small as each blade style and manufacturer will fit differently.

Our interchangeable clevis easily wraps around your line without having to take the clevis off the line.

Our brass, nickel coated folded clevises are perfect for the smaller blades as they spin easier than the typical plastic clevis.

Our brass, nickel coated stirrup clevises are perfect for the smaller blades as they spin easier than the typical plastic clevis.
Generally used with spinner baits, but there are some that like to use them on walleye worm harness rigs.

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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Our leader holders have removable end caps for access to internal storage. Neatly store leaders and snelled
hooks. Simply attach the hook to a hook tab, wrap around and secure. Medium size 8-1/2” x 1-12/”, Large 8-1/2”
X 2-1/4”.

Our compact leader wrap will hold two pre-tied rigs. Will not kink or nick the line. Store your snells snag free.
Stores nicely in a #3600 organizer.

Storage options

Tackle storage tubes

Leader - rig wrap

Walleye rig not included. For demo purposes only.

LHM     Organizer medium             615339613571
LHLG                 Organizer large                  615339613564

LHLATPKG    Leader / Rig wrap            615339613789
Retail package

LHLATBULK                 Leader / Rig wrap          615339613557
Bulk with out UPC

LHLAT

LHM

LHLG

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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Includes one quick change clevis and beads. Just add your
blade and go! 6' of 15 lb monofilament with one Laser Sharp
bronze #2 Eagle Claw Lazer Sharp L-2 Octopus Hooks, extra
strong short shank Turned up eye-offset.

PRE-TIED LEADERS

Pre-tied leaders
WHEC-1H#15 WORM HARNESS w/ clevis & beads #1

1 hook  2pk                   615339613649

WHVMC-2H4/2  WORM HARNESS 2 red hooks #4 & #2
                                      Adjustable  2pk                   615339613687

WHEC-2H#15     WORM HARNESS w/ clevis & beads #4
2 hooks 2pk                         615339613656

Adjustable walleye leader includes 6’ of 15lb monofilament with
one each VMC #4 & #6 7199 red octopus hooks. Extra strong
short shank with turned up offset eye.

Adjustable walleye leader includes 6’ of 15lb monofilament with
one each Opti-Angle Needle Point Mustad #4 & #6 9523UPBR
bronze hooks. Extra strong short shank with turned up offset
eye.

Includes one quick change clevis and beads. Just add your blade
and go! 6' of 15 lb monofilament with DUAL bronze #4 Eagle
Claw Lazer Sharp Octopus Hooks, extra strong short shank
Turned up eye-offset.

WHMUS-2HSLIP     WORM HARNESS 2 Hook  #6 & #4
                                               Adjustable 2pk       615339613670

#1 sELLERS
Eagle claw single and double hook

Our leaders are all custom ties and use name brand hooks. The name brand featured next to each leader
represents the hook used on that rig and is not tied or provided by the hook manufacturer.

https://fish-eye-tackle.myshopify.com/collections/all
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Our walleye rigs are coming soon!

WALLEYE RIGS

Worm harness

Worm harness

Worm harness

Worm harness
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                    New Account Information request to orders@fisheyetackle.com

Wholesale accounts may request a user name and password, along with account
number. Your discount will reflect your wholesale discount pricing during checkout.

Freight is FOB Vancouver Wa 98687. Most orders can be shipped USPS flat rate. This is
especially helpful when shipping bottom walkers. Sorry, we do not ship international
orders. We can pack several items in a flat rate box.

Minimum order $50.00

Terms:  Company Check, Credit Card via PayPal or PayPal We will email an invoice via
PayPal. You may pay via a PayPal account or credit card.  For online orders,. once
payment has been received, we will process and ship your order.

Open accounts are Net 15 days. Account past due by 15 days or more will be charged a
1.5% service charge per month past due, 18% annually. Orders will not be shipped for
accounts that are past due. Federal Excise Tax is included in quoted cost.

We package components in compact packages in order to maximize retail space.

All packages are peg board ready and include UPC code 128 bar code labels.

All packaged components are sold in minimum of three per same sku. Making it easier for
you to place orders more often, limiting your out of stock issues.

Bottom walkers are sold in minimum of five per sku.

Larger items such as rig organizers are sold in units of one each.

We will replace defective merchandise. For a RMA, Email a defective return request to
orders@fisheyetackle.com.

Originally packaged. like new merchandise merchandise will be charged a 20%
restocking fee. Please email reason for return request, if approved, we will issues a
merchandise credit upon receipt of good. No returns after 60 days. Prices are subject to
change without notice. Mid season price changes are rare, however cost is based on
commodity pricing. Occasionally, lead,brass, copper, steel and paint component prices
can fluctuate. RV3 11616

mailto:dealerinquiry@fisheyetackle.com
mailto:sales@fisheyetackle.com.
mailto:sales@fisheyetackle.com.
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FISH EYE TACKLE

Phone 360-553-4253
Fax 360-524-3902

FishEye Tackle is a small, family owned company located in Washington State,
supporting only independent retail store owner.

Over 32 years experience in independent retail tackle sales & purchasing gives us the
knowledge needed to help you offer a unique edge for walleye tackle for your shop.

Our packaging is selected to minimize the peg space needed to display an entire set.

All of our components are hand packaged, no machines. We even cut most of our
package header cards. That’s about as family oriented as it gets.

Our team consists of my wife and myself, along with a fantastic group of suppliers.

We pride ourselves in sourcing over 90% of our product selection from right here in the
United States. That's right, most of our tackle is made in the USA and packaged in


